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System Requirements
To install PHYSICS OF SPORTS on your computer you will need 85 MB of
available hard drive space. 

WINDOWS:
Windows XP/Vista/7/8 

MACINTOSH:
Mac OS X 10.5 - 10.9 

Technical Support
If problems are encountered installing or using PHYSICS OF SPORTS software, or if you have
questions or comments, please contact:

Physics Curriculum & Instruction
22585 Woodhill Drive
Lakeville, MN  55044  USA
Phone: 952-461-3470
Fax:     952-461-3467
Email: support@PhysicsCurriculum.com 
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INTRODUCTION

Physics of Sports is a collection of computer simulations that illustrate the role played by physics
principles in many popular sports. Each simulation models a particular sport with the student
given full control over the relevant variables, creating a highly interactive tool to perform in-depth
studies. 

With a high-degree of physical accuracy and versatility built into each simulation, students can
explore the answer to such questions as: how is the velocity of a batted ball influenced by the mass
of the bat and the contact point along the bat, how does body configuration affect the rotation of
a platform diver, what is the most forgiving angle at which to shoot a basketball, or how does top-
spin or back-spin affect the way a ball bounces?

Developed with the goal of capturing student interest, the program contains 15 stand-alone sim-
ulations that model physics principles from a variety of sports: 

• Basketball • Baseball
• Gymnastics • Diving
• Biking • Downhill Skiing
• Race Car Driving • Weight Lifting
• High Jump • Hammer Throw
• Bungee Jumping • Billiards

Each simulation contains four components:
(1) Experiment screen where input parameters are varied and the resulting motion is animated,
instantaneous values of physical quantities are also displayed.

(2) Guide screen that provides detailed student guidance for performing the investigation.

(3) Theory screen that details the physics principles and equations governing the sport. 

(4) Advanced screen where results can be examined with the aid of graphs that are generated
based upon specific input parameters.

PHYSICS OF SPORTS may be used as an instructor-lead demonstration in front of the classroom, or
used by students as a computer-based lab activity. The simulations serve as a fun and engaging
real-life application of fundamental physics principles, integrating smoothly into introductory
level physics courses.

The ready-to-run simulations and highly intuitive interface allows first time users to immediate-
ly use the simulations and begin investigations with no preliminary time investment. This user
guide provides essential information you need to get up and running as quickly as possible, and
is written with the intent to minimize reading time and get you acquainted with the software in a
matter of minutes. Complete documentation is provided on-screen when running the program, and
can be accessed when working with individual simulations. 



INSTALLING PHYSICS OF SPORTS SOFTWARE

INSTALLATION 

WINDOWS:
Double-click the Physics of Sports v30 PC Install.exe file. The on-screen instructions will
guide you through the complete installation. Launch PHYSICS OF SPORTS by selecting it from the
Windows Start menu. 

MAC OSX:
Drag the Physics of Sports v30-Mac OSX folder to a selected location on your hard drive
where you want the program to be installed. To start the program, double-click on the Physics
of Sports v30 file inside this folder. 

Note: Screen Resolution

When running PHYSICS OF SPORTS, be sure that your monitor's screen resolution is set to 1024 x
768 or higher. A screen resolution setting of 800 x 600 or lower will cause cropping to the
PHYSICS OF SPORTS interface.

LAB PACK / NETWORK INSTALLATION

For those schools purchasing a Lab-Pack License, PHYSICS OF SPORTS may be run on multiple
computers at one building or one campus as specified by the license agreement. The software
may be installed on a local network, provided that the number of computers running the soft-
ware at any given time does not exceed that specified in the license agreement. The software
may also be installed on stand-alone computers, provided that the number of computers with
installed software does not exceed that specified in the license agreement. 
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PHYSICS OF SPORTS OVERVIEW

When PHYSICS OF SPORTS is started up, a menu screen appears that lists the 15 simulations con-
tained in the program: 

By holding your cursor over any of the simulations in the list, an image of that simulation appears
at the top of the screen along with a brief description. A particular simulation may be started by
simply clicking on the simulation name.

Menu screen

Mouse cursor positioned over 5) dive simulation. 
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Dive (high diver) interactive simulation screen

Elapsed time and slider control located at bottom of screen.

For many simulations the user interface is self explanatory, and you’ll find that you’ll be able to
start using the simulation immediately. The large tab contains the interactive simulation, here
students are able to vary input parameters and observe the resulting behavior. Pressing the Play
button (located in the control panel on the left side of the screen) starts the simulation. When
the simulation is run, a display appears showing the instantaneous values of physical quantities.
Input parameters can be varied when the simulation is paused, stopped, or running. 

At the bottom of the screen is a display showing the elapsed time for the simulation along with
a large slider control. This control can be used to step forward or backward in time, with the
animation and instantaneous values adjusting accordingly. This allows the user to make more
detailed observations by being able to study the event at any point in time and progressing
through the simulation at any desired rate. 
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Dive (high diver) simulation Theory screen

Dive (high diver) simulation Guide screen

Dive (high diver) simulation Advanced screen

The Theory tab details the physics principles and equations governing the physical behavior.

The Advanced tab is where results can be examined with the aid of graphs that are generated
based upon specific input parameters. Click on this tab after completing each experimental trial
for updated results.

The Guide tab displays a student lab-guide providing information on using the simulation and
directive questions that lead students through an in-depth investigation.
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The controls along the left side of the screen are common to all simulations. Holding the cursor
over any of the control buttons will cause a pop-up description of the button to be displayed.
Click on the Play button to start running a simulation. 

control panel along left side of

screen – common to all simulations.

Menu: Exits the simulation and

returns you to the main menu listing

simulations.

Reset: Resets simulation input para-

meters to default values.

Play: starts running the simulation.

While the simulation is running this

button becomes the pause button.

Rewind: stops simulation and

brings it back to its starting point. all

input parameter settings are main-

tained. 

Print: opens the print dialog box for

your printer, entire screen is printed.

Useful for printing graphs which

appear on-screen as well as the

information screens.

Guides: Toggles reference lines,

vectors, and other informative

graphics on/off. 

Volume: allows volume to be

adjusted. 

Quit: Quits the simulation and exits

the entire Physics of Sports pro-

gram. 

Speed: controls the simulation play-

back speed. Four speed settings are

available by clicking repeatedly on

the icon. (on slower computers the

two faster settings produce identical

speeds.)


